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This is what happens when our options become limited . . .
Omar Tyree, a New York Times and Essence magazine bestseller, an NAACP
Image Award and Phyllis Wheatley Literary Prize winner, and the originator of
contemporary “urban classic” novels that have spawned a national wave of
“urban/street literature,” hits home again with Corrupted, a timely and
innovative serial ebook.
In an era where hundreds of aspiring writers play an anxious game of
musical chairs to entice a shrinking group of New-York-based book editors to buy
their freshly printed manuscripts and grant their dreams of becoming
nationally published authors, Vincent Biddle reigns supreme.
Coined the man with the “golden eye”, in the past decade, Vincent, a
native Bronze, New Yorker, has hand-picked, edited and positioned more than a
dozen bestselling books from his stable of authors, while generating more than
a hundred million dollars in revenue for the Williams & Klein Publishing
Group.
Vincent can’t miss and can do wrong, as he rises to a powerful senior
editor position with the publisher. But as he rises, so does his ego, creating a
reckless and eccentric craving for personal and professional
experimentations.
Vincent asks himself, “What will these writers all do to become bestsellers
and remain in the public limelight?”
With a tight circle of volatile authors in his midst, their every weakness
soon becomes bait to be used against them, while their power-dunk editor
assumes a position of absolute authority. And things fall apart around them.
Corrupted, a serial ebook of aspirations, fame, fortune, sex, shame and
scandal, as Omar Tyree uncovers the dark, passionate and sinister side of the
American publishing industry. Rated R.
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From reader reviews:
Melissa Jackson:
Information is provisions for people to get better life, information today can get by anyone with everywhere.
The information can be a expertise or any news even a problem. What people must be consider while those
information which is within the former life are challenging be find than now is taking seriously which one
works to believe or which one the actual resource are convinced. If you get the unstable resource then you
have it as your main information you will have huge disadvantage for you. All of those possibilities will not
happen within you if you take Corrupted as your daily resource information.

Bertha Montes:
Hey guys, do you wishes to finds a new book to see? May be the book with the name Corrupted suitable to
you? Typically the book was written by famous writer in this era. Typically the book untitled Corruptedis a
single of several books that everyone read now. This particular book was inspired many people in the world.
When you read this publication you will enter the new dimension that you ever know ahead of. The author
explained their strategy in the simple way, consequently all of people can easily to be aware of the core of
this book. This book will give you a large amount of information about this world now. To help you to see
the represented of the world on this book.

Jennifer Joseph:
The reason why? Because this Corrupted is an unordinary book that the inside of the guide waiting for you to
snap that but latter it will jolt you with the secret the idea inside. Reading this book adjacent to it was
fantastic author who also write the book in such incredible way makes the content inside easier to
understand, entertaining technique but still convey the meaning fully. So , it is good for you for not hesitating
having this nowadays or you going to regret it. This phenomenal book will give you a lot of positive aspects
than the other book possess such as help improving your ability and your critical thinking means. So , still
want to delay having that book? If I have been you I will go to the publication store hurriedly.

Tara Reynolds:
You may get this Corrupted by browse the bookstore or Mall. Just viewing or reviewing it could to be your
solve challenge if you get difficulties for the knowledge. Kinds of this publication are various. Not only
simply by written or printed and also can you enjoy this book by e-book. In the modern era similar to now,
you just looking by your local mobile phone and searching what their problem. Right now, choose your own
personal ways to get more information about your book. It is most important to arrange yourself to make
your knowledge are still update. Let's try to choose proper ways for you.
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